UHC in jeopardy: is rethinking private sector accountability the answer? A country simulation

**Date and time** Monday 08th October, 09:00–11:00

**Location** Rooms 3/4/5 of the Jury’s Inn, Liverpool

**Co-organized by** UHC2030 and the WHO

Join a simulation to help the fictitious country of Erehwon to solve its private health insurance accountability issues.

**Discuss what accountability means for different actors, as well as the levers, tools, information and resources needed to ensure accountability.**

**Discover research gaps and useful topics to research for countries to achieve UHC.**

**Discuss the role of the research community in closing the research gaps surrounding private sector accountability.**

For more information, please contact: Dave Clarke: clarked@who.int / Shana Dörr: dorrs@who.int
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